Summary: CNplot is a simple technique for visualization of global connectivity within a pre-clustered network data. CNplot is easy to implement and in most cases produces a informative and satisfactory summary of the data.
Rationale
Large graphs, such as genetic interactions or protein-protein physical interaction, often cannot be drawn in a readable way by traditional graph drawing technique. These drawing techiques produce layouts that use general aesthetic criterias, such as edge crossing and area minimization, symmetry etc, in contrast to more intuitive criteria concerning the semantics and intended meaning of the biological networks. Already clustered graphs are a common occurences in biological field. Examples of pre-clustered graphs include clustering of proteins or genes based on some biological functionality, structural geometry, expression pattern or other chemical property. In this paper, we present a simple data visualization method for pre-clustered graphs, which produces a statisfactory and easily interpretable layout.
Description of the CNplot Method
The idea behind CNplot is illustrated in figure 1 . Suppose we have a pre-clustered graph with k clusters. Making a CNplot involves creation of k disk, whose radius is proportional to the number of nodes in each cluster, and the outline width is proportional to the number of interactions within this cluster. These disks are arranged on a invisible circle whose radius is large enough to fit on a single page. These clusters are connected with a line whose width is proportional to the number of interactions between the clusters linked by this edge. Node ordering can then be suitably rearranged to optimize some critera such as the maximization of distance between large nodes or any other criteria suitable for the density of clusters and connections in the data. This extremely simple idea produces a easily interpretable and implementable visualization, that reveals the global connectivity structure of the network. Figure 2 illustrates the CNplot method on a real biological protein-protein interaction network dataset (Schwikowski et al, 2000) . Annotations were obtained from the MIP (Mewes et al, 2002) database. As it can be seen from the figure, the standard graph layout using GraphViz software produces a cluttered and hard to interpret visualization, while the CNplot of the same data produces an clear summary of the data. More examples are available at the CNplot website. 
Demonstration

Availability
A Java implementation of CNplot is made available free of charge, which can run on any platform having a Java Virtual Machine. The GUI allows users to fine tune several graphical parameters and outputs a L A T E X (Lamport, 1994) file which can then be edited, if desired, using a free picture editors called JPicEdt. L A T E X source can then be compiled using latex and dvips to produce high-quality encapsulated postscript images.
Conclusion
The simple method for visualization of pre-clustered networks presented here is the first step towards analysing large scale genetic interaction and protein-protein interaction data. This simple visualization method can reveal biologically meaningful information regarding the overall organization of the network and can help generate hypothesis regarding possible relationships between various clusters.
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